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Abstract

Data from open access biomolecular data resources, such as the European Nucleotide Archive and the Protein Data Bank are extensively reused within life science research for comparative studies, method development and to derive new scientific insights. Indicators that estimate the extent and utility of such secondary use of research data need to reflect this complex and highly variable data usage. By linking open access scientific literature, via Europe PubMedCentral, to the metadata in biological data resources we separate data citations associated with a deposition statement from citations that capture the subsequent, long-term, reuse of data in academia and industry. We extend this analysis to begin to investigate citations of biomolecular resources in patent documents. We find citations in more than 8,000 patents from 2014, demonstrating substantial use and an important role for data resources in defining biological concepts in granted patents to both academic and industrial innovators. Combined together our results indicate that the citation patterns in biomedical literature and patents vary, not only due to citation practice but also according to the data resource cited. The results guard against the use of simple metrics such as citation counts and show that indicators of data use must not only take into account citations within the biomedical literature but also include reuse of data in industry and other parts of society by including patents and other scientific and technical documents such as guidelines, reports and grant applications.
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Introduction

Open sharing of data is a well-established norm in molecular biology and the genomic sciences: protein structure datasets are released to the community after the corresponding articles are published, many genome sequencing projects deposit sequences in public archives as soon as they are acquired. Consequently, the bioinformatics databases holding these data form an essential part of molecular biology research. The standardisation, organisation and careful annotation that occurs when experimental data is deposited in openly accessible biomolecular resources such as the European Nucleotide Archive or the Protein Data Bank enables independent data verification and also supports and encourages data reuse by the research community. The deposition of experimental data in structured archives is complemented by a long tradition of manual curation in which protein properties, biological reactions, genetic linkages and other facts from the scientific literature are further catalogued into structured reference collections such as UniProt, RefSeq, and OMIM. Value-adding data resources build on, and further combine, this treasure-trove of open data and provide comprehensive coverage of biology by cataloguing model organisms, protein classes, sequence motifs, biological pathways, reactions, metabolites: to date over 1600 biological databases are reported in the Nucleic Acids Research database catalogue.

Maintaining and updating an infrastructure to support the active collection, annotation and redistribution of data is costly and only makes sense if there is a research community that actively reuses the data. While the value of opening up data for independent validation is seen as imperative for the scientific debate, the open datasets from molecular biology research have long been used to stimulate and test additional hypotheses that are independent of the original experiment. The aggregation and inter-linking of published datasets also forms the basis for meta-analysis, modelling or new derivative databases. Hence, managing these resources in an effective and sustainable manner requires database owners and funders to understand their role and use in scientific research, as well as their role in generation of downstream societal value, for example by contributing to the definition of intellectual property held in patent documents. Quantitative analysis of data citation in scientific articles currently lacks metrics that parallel traditional scientific article citation indices and journal impact factors. Furthermore publishers of scientific journals rarely annotate citations levying organisations such as Europe PubMed Central (EPMC) to provide routine text-mining to find citations of database identifiers in full-text articles.

Estimating the on-going use of biological data resources by means of their citation patterns in scientific articles captures one aspect of data reuse but is challenging because data citations in the scientific literature are highly variable with few established community norms. For example, Piwowar and colleagues tracked the citation practices used by three life science data resources: NCBI’s GEO, Pangaea, and Treebase. They manually curated data citation statements in a corpus of data-citing papers and noted that for datasets from Pangaea the norm was data citation via the reference list while for the other resources a significant proportion of the citations were made by direct mention of the unique data resource identifier in the text narrative. This variable citation practice, and the subsequent problem this poses for estimations of data usage by tracking data citations in the literature is further exemplified by Belter in a study of the data citation practices used by oceanographers.

Despite the fact that the datasets studied had unambiguous terms of use, including recommendations for citation, the citation practices observed were highly variable with most citations occurring as a direct reference in the main text of the journal article. For example, Belter found that the editions of the National Oceanographic Data Center climate data set were cited in no less than 1180 different ways within his curated literature corpus.

Despite these challenges Kafkas et al. have shown that text-mining database citation identifiers, i.e. the juxtaposition in the text of a database name and an appropriate accession ID, from an Open Access literature corpus within EPMC doubled the number of data citations compared to the number supplied by publishers. Subsequently they extended their study with an analysis of the supplementary material associated with the same corpus and noted that data citation practices in supplementary data files differed markedly from those observed in the main article. For instance, supplementary files often contain long lists of database identifiers. The rank of databases when ordered by the frequency of data citations also differed in supplementary data files compared to that observed in the main articles from the same corpus.

Collectively these studies give us a general sense of the scale of data use although the highly diverse citation practices observed caution against a naive application of data citation as a metric for research impact. Furthermore, the statistics generated by the studies described above do not discriminate between citations arising from the initial deposition and publication of a source article and subsequent secondary citations in the research literature. Nor do these studies describe the flow and indirect use of data through the web of existing bioinformatics data resources. Thus there is a need to further investigate data citations to serve as a background for development of usage metrics, guide the life-cycle management of resources and understand the flow and impact of biological data. We build on and extend earlier studies by demonstrating how primary data citations, arising from the deposition of data and its citation in the source article describing the generation of the data, can be separated from subsequent secondary data citations. In this study we focussed our attention on two of the major biomolecular databases, the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) and the Protein Data Bank (PDB), where the high-quality curation and well-established links between an open literature resource (EPMC) and data resources allow us to dissect primary from secondary data citations. We have done this by combining accession publication data from the biomolecular resources with the citation data from EPMC in order to provide an insight into dynamics of data citations over time. We further extend our study of data citations by mining a corpus of full-text patent documents (accessed via SureChEMBL) in order to begin to understand the downstream use of data resources in the definition of biological entities and concepts in a legal/technical commercial environment.
Methods
Sources of full-text and data accession citations used in this study

The full-text research articles used in this study were accessed from EPMc22. The content scope of EPMC covers over 25 million PubMed abstracts and 3.5 million full-text articles (see https://europepmc.org/About), each article is identified by a unique identifier (a “PMID” for abstracts and a “PMCID” for full-text). Data accession references were extracted using EPMC’s text-mining pipeline based on a combination of rule-based knowledge about possible accession number structures and an empirically-determined set of contextual cues. The pipeline is integrated into the EPMC infrastructure (http://europepmc.org/) and is used to identify instances of data citation in full-text articles on a daily basis. The data citations are made publically available via EPMC’s APIs. When comparing research articles with patents we focused on 2014 as the most recent year available. However, due to the fact that embargoed articles were still being added at the time of our study, we repeated our analysis using material from 2012 and 2013 to ensure that our comparisons were robust.

The European Nucleotide Archive (ENA; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) is Europe’s primary resource for nucleotide sequence information. The current size of the ENA is in excess of 2.5 petabytes, with a doubling time of approximately 20 months (see http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/about/statistics). We used ENA as an additional definitive source of deposition data, i.e. accession identifiers, deposition dates and associated PMID publication details.

SureChEMBL (https://www.surechemblob.org/) is a publicly available, large-scale resource containing annotations found in the full-text, images and attachments of patent documents. Its data content at 28 October 2015 included more than 14 million chemically annotated full-text patent documents. In addition, it contains 130 million patent abstracts from DOCDB, the European Patent Office master documentation database with worldwide coverage containing bibliographic data, abstracts, and citations (but no full-text or images).

SureChEMBL provides full-text searching of the patent literature using a keyword-based querying functionality, complemented by a chemistry-based query engine. Our queries retrieved full-text patent documents (both applications and granted patents) written in the English language, published in 2014 by the three main patent authorities, namely the European Patent Office (EPO), the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) and the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). To ensure the relevance of the retrieved patent documents to biological and life sciences, the appropriate international patent classification (IPC http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/) codes (predominantly from categories A (human necessities) and C (chemistry), full query: “(ic:(A01 OR A23 OR A24 OR A61 OR A62B OR C05 OR C06 OR C07 OR C08 OR C09 OR C10 OR C11 OR C12 OR C13 OR C14 OR G01N) OR cpc:(A01 OR A23 OR A24 OR A61 OR A62B OR C05 OR C06 OR C07 OR C08 OR C09 OR C10 OR C11 OR C12 OR C13 OR C14 OR G01N) OR ecla_ec:(A01 OR A23 OR A24 OR A61 OR A62B OR C05 OR C06 OR C07 OR C08 OR C09 OR C10 OR C11 OR C12 OR C13 OR C14 OR G01N) OR ecla_ec:(A01 OR A23 OR A24 OR A61 OR A62B OR C05 OR C06 OR C07 OR C08 OR C09 OR C10 OR C11 OR C12 OR C13 OR C14 OR G01N) AND desc:the AND pdyear:[2010 TO 2014] AND pmlang:EN AND pmctype:(WO OR EP OR US)” ) were used to filter the results. Further selection was carried out on the basis of patent kind (an indication of where the patent is in the review process, e.g. application stage, or granted). Patent families were identified using the simple patent family definition provided by the European Patent Office (EPO) and a single example selected at random to be sole representative of the group in subsequent analysis. In total, 188,589 documents published in 2014 were retrieved and used as input for the identifier extraction process. The XML content generated by these patent selections was then mined for accession numbers using the EPMC text-mining pipeline.

Text-mining performance characteristics

The performance assessment characteristics of the text-mining pipeline have been previously reported as 97.45% precision/59.6% recall for ENA and 94.63% precision/91.36% recall for PDB accession references when calibrated against an open access full-text corpus from EPMC. No large-scale validation of the pipeline has been performed on the patent literature. However, manual inspection on a subset of 110 entries indicated that the approximate precision of the system was 99% and recall was 93%. Overall then the accuracy of the system appears to be higher when working with patents. This is possibly due to that fact that most citation-positive patents contain multiple exemplars whereas many research articles only include one. This would reduce the incidence of false negatives.

Metadata acquisition

The EPMC metadata and text-mining results used in this study can be accessed or generated via Europe PMC’s RESTful API which gives access to search tools with citation-count sort order and data citation features. For example, to get all the PDB citations text-mined in the articles published in EPMC in 2014 go to http://www.ebi.ac.uk/europepmc/webservices/rest/search?query=PUB_YEAR:2014 and then for each of those get the accession identifiers (e.g. for PMID 22517515 the query is http://www.ebi.ac.uk/europepmc/webservices/rest/MED/22517515/text/MinedTerms/ACCESSION). The ENA accession data used here was obtained from EMBL release 124 (described in detail here ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/ena/sequence/release/doc/relnotes.txt). The data are public and available at: ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/embl/release/ or through the ENA Browser and REST API. We used the primary accession identifiers and deposition article PMIDs found in the flat XML files for each entry, and included all ENA data classes with the exception of the WGS (whole genome shotgun) depositions because these are lower level assemblies with sparse or no annotation information and so less likely to be cited in publications.
The PDB data was obtained from the 2 September 2015 release of the PDB. PDB has a weekly release cycle that is loaded and processed by the PDBe team. The PDBe database also contains information extracted from EPMC about additional PMID that reference or mention any given PDB accession identifier. This information is updated once a month. Citation data was extracted from the PDBe database and included information on PMID that mention the PDB identifier code or cite the primary citation describing the given PDB entry. Citation data is available via the PDBe API (See related publication call at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/api/doc/) as well as on the individual PDBe entry pages (e.g. http://pdbe.org/3p8c and http://pdbe.org/3p8c/citations).

Data analysis
Each record in a database has a unique accession number, a release or publication date, a series of revision dates, the bibliographic details of the deposition article, subsequent references associated with the generation of the data set and a list of references citing the source. By combining the metadata within the data resource with the citation information from EPMC we could identify the citation linked to the deposition article and hence distinguish between the initial citation event associated with the deposition article or the release of the data to the public, and track the secondary citations of a data entry (or annual cohorts of data entries) over time.

The data sets associated with the generation of Figure 1, Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, and Supplementary material Table 1 and Supplementary material Table 2 are provided (see Data availability). More specifically, data sets containing accession identifiers, deposition_PMID, deposition year, year of first_publication, and publication year of PMID were extracted from the data resources, and corresponding accession identifiers, citation year and number of data citations in that year were extracted from EPMC.

The merged data set contained the variables: [accession_id], [deposition_pmid], [deposition_year], [first_public_year], [pmid_publication_year], [citation_year], [citations]. For records that had a [pmid_publication_year] equal to a [citation_year], we reduced the corresponding [citations] count by one to remove the impact of the deposition citation. We then tabulated total citations for [first_public_year] (or [pmid_publication_year]) against accession/source article [citation_year].

Our data analysis was carried out using the STATA 12 package (http://www.stata.com/products/).

Table 1. Annual total accessions mined in Europe PMC full-text content published between 2012 and 2014, e.g. 7016 articles in 2014 contained 37,767 references to ENA accessions. Acc/Art is average accession references per article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Total accessions mined:</th>
<th>% Total</th>
<th>Articles:</th>
<th>Acc/Art</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA</td>
<td>35897</td>
<td>33177</td>
<td>37767</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>21198</td>
<td>22047</td>
<td>19461</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefSNP</td>
<td>20528</td>
<td>21636</td>
<td>19252</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td>2766</td>
<td>3925</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMIM</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>2051</td>
<td>2847</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefSeq</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfam</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArrayExpress</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensembl</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpro</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>85164</td>
<td>85768</td>
<td>88707</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results
Secondary citation of data from biomolecular resources
To establish a baseline, we used citations of accession identifiers captured by the EPMC text-mining pipeline to provide a comprehensive picture of the annual data citation characteristics for ENA, UniProt, PDBe, OMIM, RefSNP, RefSeq, Pfam, InterPro, Ensembl, and ArrayExpress.

In 2014, the ENA, PDB, and RefSNP accounted for 42.6%, 21.9% and 21.7% respectively of the total text-mined citations (Table 1). These proportions remained approximately constant throughout the sampled periods and hence provide a reference for comparison
with the patent corpus below. In the Kafkas et al. study\textsuperscript{14} the corresponding percentages for a cohort of 486,472 articles published between 1990 and 2012 were 56.5%, 19.9% and 13.8%. We believe that the differences in these percentages can be attributed to the age structures of the two data corpuses, with the Kafkas set providing a more longitudinal view hence favouring well-established repositories such as ENA.

Unsurprisingly, given the breadth of the biomedical literature, data citations of individual biomolecular resources are relatively infrequent in EPMC: for ENA, the proportion of citing papers in 2014 are 7,016/319,815, or 2.2%, and for PDB, 5,913/319,815 or 1.8%. Collectively the investigated databases are referenced in 6.5% of our EPMC sample (the EPMC search: “pub_year:2014 in_epmc:y”, conducted 20 Oct 2015, retrieved 319,815 articles).

Estimates of secondary data citation in the scientific literature, whether measured via citation of an accession identifier in the article text or mentioned in the reference list (e.g. “1fho” or “doi: 0.2210/pdb1fho/pdb”) or via citation of the corresponding deposition article (e.g. “Blomberg et al.\textsuperscript{15}”), need to make a distinction between citations that arise from the original act of data deposition and those that arise from the secondary citation of data. A further distinction, not investigated systematically here, could also be made according to whether the article citations come from one or more of the original author group – as above - or from an independent research group. The former practise would appear to be quite common for ENA depositions (D. Bousfield, unpublished observations). While this distinction seems straightforward in principle, different policies and deposition practices, as well as ambiguity of author names, make it difficult to distinguish these alternatives in a large-scale analysis. We note that the adoption of ORCID within publication workflows will support future disambiguation.

Combining metadata stored in EPMC and the data resources allowed us to build up a picture, based on the summation of individual data elements, of how annual cohorts of accessions and deposition articles are cited over time (see Table 2). For example the PDB accession 2jhr that refers to the crystal structure of myosin-2 motor domain in complex with ADP-metavanadate and pentabromopseudilin was made public on 13 January 2009. The corresponding article for this deposition is PMID:19122661, entitled “The mechanism of pentabromopseudilin inhibition of myosin motor activity”, published later in 2009\textsuperscript{16}. At the time of our study, the deposition citation had been cited a total of 9 times during the period 2009–2014 (the current list of citing articles can be found in EPMC using the query: cites:19122661_med). None of these papers cite the data accession identifier 2jhr. However, the database record was cited once by its accession identifier in PMID:21841195 (PMCID:3186370), “Structural basis for the allosteric interference of myosin function by reactive thiol region mutations G680A and G680V”. The actual statement from this paper provides a good example of how data citation occurs in narrative text: “This is very unusual, as the meta-vanadate is clearly visible in known wild-type myosin-2 structures that were obtained in the presence of ADP-VO\textsubscript{3}, like e.g. PDB IDs 2JJ9, 2JHR, and 2XO8”\textsuperscript{18}. The text

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{PDB accession citations by annual publication cohort. The rows show the year in which a PDB data entry was first made public. The columns denote the year in which a citation of that data accession was recorded. Thus each row displays the time-series of citations for the cohort of data entries published during a given year. Reasons why there are observations below the diagonal are discussed in the text. Mature cohorts (release years 2005–2011) were cited on average 0.21 times per accession per year.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\hline
2005 & 4,165 & 79 & 396 & 675 & 1,093 & 1,189 & 1,243 & 1,273 & 1,362 & 1,199 & 1,036 & \\
2006 & 4,930 & 6 & 93 & 485 & 998 & 1,211 & 1,290 & 1,274 & 1,253 & 1,300 & 1,074 & \\
2007 & 5,113 & 0 & 6 & 141 & 768 & 1,181 & 1,292 & 1,309 & 1,302 & 1,337 & 1,208 & \\
2008 & 5,255 & 2 & 1 & 14 & 179 & 998 & 1,308 & 1,335 & 1,468 & 1,308 & 1,320 & \\
2009 & 5,478 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 6 & 206 & 1,024 & 1,355 & 1,408 & 1,402 & 1,270 & \\
2010 & 5,792 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 2 & 8 & 254 & 1,123 & 1,495 & 1,483 & 1,432 & \\
2011 & 5,854 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 4 & 3 & 5 & 284 & 1,055 & 1,420 & 1,294 & \\
2012 & 6,309 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 0 & 1 & 4 & 12 & 331 & 1,232 & 1,488 & \\
2013 & 5,798 & 0 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 5 & 3 & 0 & 6 & 339 & 1,145 & \\
2014 & 2,152 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3 & 176 & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Table 2
components recognised by the text-mining pipeline as being an accession citation of 2JHR are highlighted in bold. The text-mining pipeline also found 2JJ9 and 2XO8.

Note that whereas each data resource by definition contains references to the complete set of deposition articles, EPMC is incomplete in its full-text literature coverage and therefore will contain only a partial set of cited accession identifiers. In addition, the text-mining process will miss some citations (false negatives) and potentially create a small number of false positives (see Methods). These factors need to be kept in mind when interpreting the results shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2 displays the secondary citation of PDB accession identifiers, subject to above-mentioned caveats, published between 2005 and 2014. In theory, elements below the diagonal should all be zero as the non-zero numbers imply that the accession identifier has been cited before it has been made public. Some of these “below the diagonal” observations may be true false positives created by the text-mining process but also occur when the primary reference article in the database has been updated to a more recent publication. Non-zero “below diagonal” citations can also arise when authors embargo the publication of the data until after the publication of their own additional work citing the data set.

Table 3 shows the corresponding picture for the continuing citation of the PDB deposition articles. Some similar “below diagonal” patterns were found and attributed to use of updated primary reference articles or occasionally genuine misalignments of the underlying archives.

As can be seen from Table 2 and Table 3 the citation of PDB data accession identifiers and PDB deposition articles remain high as the annual cohorts age. The average annual citation-rate for each deposition article in PDB is 6.7 and the annual average number of citations per accession identifier is 0.2. For ENA the corresponding statistics were 2.1 and 0.1 (Supplementary material Table 1 and Supplementary material Table 2 show the corresponding two data sets for ENA). In all four cases these citation rates are stable over time. It is worth noting that most ENA data depositions are not accompanied by a deposition article: 32,188,662 ENA entries in 2014 were not associated with a deposition article as compared to the 26,384,613 entries that were associated with 9,375 source articles. It is also worth noting that the text-mining of accession numbers in EPMC only occurs in the subset of the scientific literature where full-text is available in open access resources, hence these numbers represent a lower bound on direct data citations.

**Biological data resources are extensively used within patents**

Patents are frequently used as an indicator of broader societal value of research. Importantly, it is estimated that only a small fraction of the scientific and technological innovation first reported in patents is subsequently disclosed in scientific literature sources. During the creation of a patent it is essential to unambiguously identify the components of the invention and to provide extensive reviews of

---

**Table 3. PDB source article citations by annual publication cohort.** Same format as per Table 3. Notice sustained levels of citation over time. Mature cohorts (publication year 2005–2011) were cited on average 6.73 times per source article per year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE ARTICLE PUBLICATION YEAR</th>
<th>NEW SOURCE ARTICLES</th>
<th>SUBSEQUENT CITATION OF SOURCE REFERENCE IN EPMC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2,232</td>
<td>3,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2,421</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2,566</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2,596</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2,645</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2,787</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2,782</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2,895</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2,665</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any prior art. Thus we sought to address the question of how these requirements translate into data citation practices within patents.

Our SureCHEMBL corpus of 188,589 full-text patents contained 7,923 patents with data citations (4.2% of the corpus). Data citations were most common in the description section – which usually constitutes by far the largest section of the document text. The breakdown by patent office shows that the majority of patents with data citations were from the US (see Supplementary material Table 3). The proportion of accessions found for the different repositories (Table 4) differed considerably from that of EPMC articles (see Table 1 for comparison) with RefSeq, ENA, RefSNP and UniProt dominating. The average number of cited accession identifiers per repository and per document (13.9) and the variance of these figures across the resources was also much higher than found for the full-text scientific literature corpus. Since the international patent code (IPC, see Methods) is a hierarchical patent classification system we can use its additional levels to probe the subject matter of accession-positive patents further. Figure 1 shows that patents with references to ENA and UniProt were extensively used to define biological entities in the IPC subclass A61 (“Preparations for medical, dental or toilet purposes”), C07 (“Organic chemistry”) and C12 (“Microorganisms or enzymes”). The content profiles and scientific topics covered in the two corpuses – open access scientific publications and patent documents - are different and further work is needed to understand how this influences data citation rates.

Table 4. Data citations mined from a 2014 SureCHEMBL patent cohort. Compare the averages with those in Table 1. Acc/Pat is the average number of accessions per patent per repository.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Accessions</th>
<th>%Total</th>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Acc/Pat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RefSeq</td>
<td>34,634</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1,002</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA</td>
<td>33,097</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>4,074</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefSNP</td>
<td>26,206</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>14,127</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1,387</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>3,612</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1,093</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensembl</td>
<td>1,877</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMIM</td>
<td>1,769</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfam</td>
<td>1,158</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpro</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArrayExpress</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>117,111</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,409</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The prevalence of the top 5 four character IPC categories for the data set as a whole, those patents containing a data citation, and those patents having a data citation to UniProt or ENA. Note individual patents can have several IPC annotations – these percentages are based on summing all instances, i.e. “one code, one vote”. For example, 17% of the IPC codes annotating UniProt-positive patents were A61K. Key to coding: A61K preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes; C12N micro-organisms or enzymes; A61B diagnosis, surgery, intervention; C07K peptides; G01N investigating or analysing materials by determining their chemical or physical properties; C12P fermentation or enzyme-using processes to synthesise a desired chemical compound; C12Q measuring or testing processes involving enzymes or micro-organisms; C07D heterocyclic compounds. Note absence of A61B from the more biological data sets, compared to the presence of C07K.
Discussion

Citation analysis is a cornerstone of research impact and evaluation and while the use and value of citation of research papers in the scholarly literature as a metric for research is much debated, the citation practices underpinning such analysis are generally unambiguous and well established. With research funders increasingly establishing open data policies, there is a requirement and interest in performance metrics that assess the reuse of open research data - whether to recognise and reward scientists, support the long-term management and sustainability of data archives or to understand the broader societal value derived from these policies. Quantitative analysis of data reuse, let alone estimating the value arising from this reuse, is challenging due to the diversity of data citation practices but also due to the many ways open research data can be used in further studies. As bioinformatics databases increasingly take on the role of dictionaries or “scientific instruments”\textsuperscript{40} we would expect that most of the use of biomolecular data resources (and consequently data reuse from these resources) is never cited, just as most literature searches, views or downloads from PubMed do not lead to a citation of the PubMed infrastructure.

This study set out to analyse data citation practices with the aim of describing secondary citation of data entries – as one indicator of data reuse - in full-text content available from EPMC (scientific papers) and SureCHEMBL (patents). We focused our efforts on the major biomolecular databases where high-quality curation processes and well-established links between literature and data resources allows us to dissect citations arising from data deposition articles from the secondary citations arising from reuse of this dataset in the scientific literature. Our approach can in principle be applied to all repositories by systematically bringing together metadata from the repository and from EPMC and is in itself a good illustration of the value that open access data and literature resources brings to the scientific community.

The need to separate deposition from reuse in quantitative studies of data citation has been noted previously\textsuperscript{41} but the complexity and manual analysis required often leads investigators towards aggregate analysis of a total citation rate. For instance, in an analysis of data citation practices across fields using the commercially available Thomson-Reuters Data Citation Index\textsuperscript{5} the average citation rate for data sets in many of the studied data resources was found to be close to one, suggesting that much of the ‘data citation’ found in this analysis was driven by data deposition publications. Separating out secondary citations by tracking them over time (Table 2 and Table 3) provides one, albeit limited, indicator of the reuse of the data sets in the scientific community. In the case of the two repositories we have analysed in detail, PDB and ENA, it demonstrates long-term reuse of data sets by the community.

Comparing the citation patterns arising from the deposition and reuse from ENA and PDB is instructive, as the mode of usage is very different for the two databases. While ENA is accessed directly by users on a daily basis, the more significant use is as a large reference repository that serves as the archival backend for user-focused resources such as the genome browsers Ensembl and Ensembl genomes\textsuperscript{27}. Most of the users that access the Ensembl resource on a daily basis are likely to be unaware of the relationship between ENA and Ensembl and hence would not cite the corresponding ENA entry.

The results in this study, taken together with previous work\textsuperscript{15,19,40,43} guards against reliance on metrics based on familiar approaches developed for the analysis of scientific papers. Such simplified citation metrics do not capture the many different forms of data reuse and heterogeneous and non-standard data citation practice in the biomedical literature. Data citation indexes also need to be developed that acknowledge that different patterns of use give different citation patterns for archival resources (e.g. PDB, ENA, GEO), reference knowledge bases (e.g. UniProt, Reactome, Human Protein Atlas), and secondary value-added resources (e.g. Interpro). Uniform quantitative indicators of data citation are inappropriate as they do not capture the usage patterns of the different resources.

Biomolecular databases also exist within a network of mutual referencing and cross-mappings - just as literature articles build upon previous scholarly work and indicate this through citation there is a complex network of dependencies between bioinformatics databases - most of which is not visible in the primary literature\textsuperscript{44}. Further work is needed to capture this usage pattern for assessments of the data journeys that occur through the extensive reuse and cross referencing of bioinformatics resources – and the corresponding return of investment from this scientific infrastructure.

To date investigations on data reuse have focused on the scientific literature. However, biological data resources are also extensively used by researchers in industry and in the second part of our study we started to address the use of bioinformatics databases in patents as a broader indicator of their industrial and societal value. Patent analyses have been extensively used to understand the industry and societal benefit from publicly funded research\textsuperscript{45-47} and full-text patents are available from several patent offices. The practice of large-scale text-mining of molecular entities from patents is well-established in chemistry\textsuperscript{48-51}. However, to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that the usage and citation of bioinformatics data resources in the patent literature has been analysed; our beginning foray into this field demonstrates significant use of these resources to define biological concepts and subject matter in patent documents. Although the majority of data citation occurs in patent classes dealing with pharmaceutical and medical inventions (drugs, diagnostics and medical devices) the data also highlights a broad applicability of biomolecular resources in bio-based industries with usage in industrial biotechnology and consumer products, for example the definitions of enzymatic activity in washing powder.

Conclusion

The extensive and quantifiable reuse of data from biomolecular data resources demonstrates the critical role this infrastructure plays in life science research but also highlights the need for robust metrics of data use by the scientific community. Using the cross-referencing between literature repositories such as Europe PMC and the ENA and PDB archives we demonstrate how data citations arising from deposition of data in an archive can be distinguished from the subsequent reuse by the scientific community – an important distinction in research evaluation as the former provides an estimate of adoption of community best practice and/or compliance with open access
guidelines, whereas the second is an indicator of the value created by these practices and guidelines. The study also demonstrates that measures based on literature citation may be more or less informative according to mode of use of a repository: large biological archives serve as foundations for other value-added resources. Individual data items from large repositories such as ENA may not be directly cited in the scientific literature but collectively forms important reference collections for e.g. pathogen detection or biodiversity research. Further work is needed to develop methods that classify and account for this mode of use, e.g. by quantifying database cross-linking via literature citation networks and identifier mapping.

By extending the analysis to patent documents we show that the biological data resources provide unambiguous definitions of biological entities for use in official documents such as patents. This shows that life science data resources transcend basic research and form a fundamental component of the digital knowledge management framework needed in a modern society. Hence, assessment of the use and value of scientific data repositories should include data from research articles, patents and perhaps other documents of record such as clinical guidelines, standards, and grant applications. Understanding how to establish robust indicators of data citation in these types of documents in addition to research articles remains an important challenge for further studies. The ecosystem of open literature and data resources can only be sustained if the creation of scientific and societal value can be properly assessed and the scientific and scholarly community needs to make a concerted effort to better cite data. Similar principles can be applied to other resources such as reagents and software. Finally we note that the insights from reviewing data citation patterns could be used to improve article level metrics, this is also an area of further investigation.
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Those involved in thinking about the scientific and societal impact of research will know that the complexities in data sharing, citation and reuse practices often hinder us from developing a quantitative understanding of the value of data. This has implications for how data are treated as an important output of research across a wide variety of fields, including in institutional and funder assessment frameworks.

The line of inquiry taken in this study to separate original citation from later reuse provides us with a one very promising way forward for how we might start to address some of these complexities. In this way, the study makes a valuable contribution to our understanding of how the impact of scientific data may usefully be quantified and tracked in future.

In addition, the study shows us the importance of open and carefully-maintained data infrastructure -- not just for data but also for scientific literature and patents - if we are to understand the important role that data plays in a modern, knowledge-based economy. The importance of high quality data sources is clear; the scope for others to extend this methodology to other disciplines and fields may depend on similar high quality sources and infrastructure being in place. If further work is needed to improve the data infrastructure then this study in part provides a good rationale for this.

This is a very well-designed study with a clear methodology. The paper is very well-written and the discussion section in particular provides a valuable and thought-provoking contribution to the debates.
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This article is an important look at citation patterns and frequencies of some important and representative bioinformatics data resources (ENA, ePDB) in the professional and patent literature, based on textmining for accession numbers in the Euro PubMed Central Open Access corpus, and patent documents in SureChEMBL.

The authors provide resources to reproduce their results using RESTFUL APIs at EMBL.

As might be expected of resource providers interested to know how the services they provide are taken up - the authors deal exclusively with “citation for reuse”. By this is meant citation of database entry accession numbers to indicate they were used as a source of further analyses, rather than to mark them as an original primary data deposition. Analysis of citations for reuse documents the value of archived data for use beyond the study that produced it.

The methodology is well described. Authors note that “citation analysis is a cornerstone of research impact and evaluation”. Their analysis demonstrates distinct usage patterns for deposition and reuse in ENA and ePDB and for patents vs. articles as citing documents.

By quantifying the extent of reuse of data from EMBL bimolecular resources the authors demonstrate the importance in biomedical research of such resources.

This is a well written paper with a carefully designed methodology which quantifies the role of key EMBL data rescues in the biomedical and bio-industrial community.
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This paper advances our understanding of how data are used and referenced. It is well-written, well-referenced, and the methods are appropriate. The data are explained and seem to be available and usable. The conclusions are reasoned and sound. The paper should be approved, and I suggest some minor improvements that would help clarify the methods and make the document more relevant and useful to a broader audience.

The paper analyzes the data citation landscape in the life sciences, specifically around key databases (ENA, PDB) and the open access journals in EPMC and the corpus of patent documents in SureChEMBL. The study findings, however, have implications well beyond life sciences. As such, the paper would benefit from more explanatory context. Some of this explanation was in the discussion section, but it would be helpful to the general reader if more of this was included in the introduction.

Also I consider myself expert in issues of data citation, but my work has largely been in the geosciences, which has a different data and literature publishing workflow. I was a little confused by the distinction
between deposition citations and reuse citations. I think I had it figured out by the end of the paper, but it would have helped to have a clear explanation, early in the article, of the typical biomedical data and article publication process and how that defines a distinction between deposition citations and reuse citations. I was also not fully clear on how deposition and secondary citations were distinguished in the methodology.

Similarly, a bit more detail on the methodology would be useful. For example, the references explain the text-mining techniques, but another paragraph or two in this article that summarized the approach would help the reader understand the approach.

Finally, while I found the discussion and conclusion sections strong, I was thrown by the last sentence in the first paragraph of the discussion. Is this to imply that data citation decreases as a database becomes more established? (I do not have access to the cited article). If that is what is meant, there should be more discussion on the implications for further citation analysis work of this type.

All in all, a useful and important paper. I would be very intrigued to see the methodology applied to other disciplines.
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